We study the normed spaces of (equivalence classes of) Banach space-valued functions that are Dobrakov, S * or McShane integrable with respect to a Banach space-valued measure, where the norm is the natural one given by the total semivariation of the indefinite integral. We show that simple functions are dense in these spaces. As a consequence we characterize when the corresponding indefinite integrals have norm relatively compact range. On the other hand, we also determine when these spaces are ultrabornological. Our results apply to conclude, for instance, that the spaces of Birkhoff (respectively McShane) integrable functions defined on a complete (respectively quasi-Radon) probability space, endowed with the Pettis norm, are ultrabornological.
Introduction
In the framework of integration of Banach space-valued functions defined on probability spaces, the notions of Birkhoff and (generalized) McShane integrability, that lie strictly between Bochner and Pettis integrability, have been widely studied in the last years, see [3, 24, 11, 9] and [25] among others. In a recent paper [26] we discussed the natural extensions of the Birkhoff and McShane integrals to the case of integration with respect to vector measures, comparing them with the Dobrakov (Bartle) integral [1, 6] . The corresponding generalization of the Birkhoff integral was first considered by Dobrakov [8] under the name S * -integral. Our purpose here is to analyze some aspects of the spaces of (equivalence classes of) vector-valued functions that are Dobrakov, S * or McShane integrable with respect to a vector measure, equipped with the norm given by the total semivariation of the indefinite integral. We refer the reader to Section 2 for the definitions.
The study of the spaces of (equivalence classes of) vector-valued integrable functions defined on a probability space, endowed with the norm given by the total semivariation of the associated indefinite integral (usually called the Pettis norm), was initiated by Birkhoff [2] and Pettis [23] in the thirties. Theorem 18 in [2] states that simple functions are dense in the space of Birkhoff integrable functions, but the analogous question for the Pettis integral remained open until Fremlin and Talagrand gave, in [13] , a negative answer by showing an example of an indefinite Pettis integral without norm relatively compact range. Recall that a Pettis integrable function is the limit, for the Pettis norm, of a sequence of simple functions if and only if the range of its indefinite integral is norm relatively compact, see [19, Theorem 9.1] . On the other hand, it is also known that the indefinite Pettis integral of a McShane integrable function defined on a quasi-Radon probability space always has norm relatively compact range (Fremlin, see [11, Corollary 3E] ).
Within the more general framework of integration with respect to a vector measure, we see in Section 3 that simple functions are dense in the spaces of S * and McShane integrable functions (Theorems 3.3 and 3.5). The intimate relationship between the approximation by simple functions and the norm relative compactness of the indefinite integral will also be discussed.
Going back to the papers by Birkhoff and Pettis, one finds that both authors used the same sequence of simple functions to show that the spaces of Birkhoff and Pettis integrable functions from [0; 1] (with the Lebesgue measure) to L 2 [0; 1] are not complete. More generally, Thomas [30] (and Janicka and Kalton [17] in the case of [0; 1]) proved that the space of Pettis integrable functions defined on a non-purelyatomic probability space with values in an infinite dimensional Banach space is never complete. This result has been extended in [14, Theorem 8] to the space of Dobrakov integrable functions in the setting of injective tensor product integration (see case (C2) in Section 2). In view of the above, the spaces of S * and McShane integrable functions are not complete in general.
Fortunately, the space of Pettis integrable functions is always ultrabornological (Díaz et al., see [4, Theorem 2] ), hence we can apply the closed graph theorem to linear mappings defined on it with values in the wide class of webbed locally convex spaces (that includes Fréchet spaces, the space of test functions and the space of distributions), see [18] . The same conclusion holds for the space of McShane integrable functions defined on [0; 1] (respectively R), see [4, Theorem 3] (respectively [27, Corollary 15] ). In particular, these spaces are barrelled. For more examples of ultrabornological non complete normed spaces of vector-valued measurable and integrable functions we refer the reader to [4] , [15, Chapter 4] , [16] and [21] .
The results in [4] [29, Theorem 16] regarding the barrelledness of the space of Dobrakov integrable functions. On the other hand, in the particular case of integration with respect to a scalar measure, our results apply to conclude that the spaces of vector-valued Birkhoff (respectively McShane) integrable functions defined on a complete (respectively quasi-Radon) probability space are ultrabornological (Corollaries 4.14 and 4.21).
Preliminaries
For the convenience of the reader this section is devoted to introduce the notation, definitions and preliminary results about the Dobrakov, S * and McShane integrals that are used throughout this paper.
Notation and terminology
Our standard references are [22] (barrelled and ultrabornological locally convex spaces) and [5] (vector measures and integration of vector-valued functions).
All our vector spaces are assumed to be real. Given a Banach space Z , we denote by B Z the closed unit ball of Z , and Z * stands for the (topological) dual of Z . For a seminormed space .F; · /, we denote by .F · ; · / the corresponding normed space of equivalence classes obtained by the usual identification process, and we write f · to denote the class of each f ∈ F. A Hausdorff locally convex space E is barrelled if every barrel in E (that is, a closed, absolutely convex and absorbing subset of E) is a neighborhood of 0. We say that E is ultrabornological if every absolutely convex subset of E that absorbs all Banach discs of E is a neighborhood of 0 (equivalently, E is an inductive limit of Banach spaces). Every ultrabornological locally convex space is barrelled, see for example [22, Section 6.1] . A projection on a vector space W is a linear mapping P : W −→ W such that P • P = P.
For a measurable space . ; 6/, a Banach space Z and a countably additive vector 
Let Â be a complete probability measure on 6. For a Pettis Â -integrable function f :
−→ Z , we define f P := sup z * ∈B Z * |z * f | dÂ < ∞: Clearly · P is a seminorm on the set of all Pettis Â -integrable functions from to Z and the induced norm on the space of scalar equivalence classes is usually called the Pettis norm.
Throughout this paper X and Y are Banach spaces, . ; 6/ is a measurable space and ¼ : 6 −→ L.X; Y / is a countably additive vector measure, where L.X; Y / is the Banach space of all bounded operators from X to Y .
The semivariation of ¼ [6, page 513] is the function1 : Lemma 2] . Throughout this paper ½ will always be such a measure. From the continuity of1 it follows that1. / < ∞ (see the remarks after Lemma 2 in [7] ). Observe that for each E ∈ 6 the restriction of ¼ to the ¦ -algebra 6 E = {A ∈ 6 : A ⊂ E}, denoted by ¼ E , is countably additive and has continuous semivariation. Clearly, the restriction of ½ to 6 E , denoted by ½ E , fulfills lim ½E .A/→0 ¼ E .A/ = 0 and lim ¼E .A/→0 ½ E .A/ = 0.
A set B ∈ 6 is an atom of1 if1.B/ > 0 and for each A ∈ 6 B either1.A/ = 0 or ¼.B \ A/ = 0 (equivalently, B is an atom of ½). As usual, the outer measure induced by ½ will be denoted by ½ * . We stress that1 is continuous in the particular cases (C1) and (C2) isolated below. Further cases can be found in [1] and [20] .
(C1) Integration of X-valued functions with respect to a non-negative finite measure ¹ on 6. In such a case we take Y := X and ¼.E/.x/ := ¹.E/x for every E ∈ 6 and every x ∈ X . (C2) Injective tensor product integration of X -valued functions with respect to a countably additive vector measure ¹ : 6 −→ Z , where Z is another Banach space. In such a case we take Y := X⊗ Z (the injective tensor product of X and Z , see [5, Chapter VIII]) and ¼.E/.x/ := x ⊗ ¹.E/ for every E ∈ 6 and every x ∈ X . It can be easily checked that ¹ =1. By [5, Corollary 6, page 14], there is a non-negative finite measure ½ on 6 such that lim ½.A/→0 ¹ .A/ = 0 and lim ¹ .A/→0 ½.A/ = 0, hence1 is continuous. Clearly, case (C2) includes (C1). 
The Dobrakov, S * and McShane integrals
The family of all functions from to X that are Dobrakov integrable with respect to Given a function f : −→ X , a countable family 0 = .A n / of pairwise disjoint elements of 6 and a choice T = .t n / in 0 (that is, t n ∈ A n for every n), the symbol
denotes a formal series in Y . As usual, we say that another countable family 0 of pairwise disjoint elements of 6 is finer than 0 provided that each element of 0 is contained in some element of 0.
A function f : −→ X is S * -integrable with respect to ¼, with S * -integral y ∈ Y , see [8, Definition 1] , if for every ž > 0 there is a countable partition 0 0 of in 6 such that for every countable partition 0 of in 6 finer than 0 0 and every choice T in 0, the series S. f; 0; T / is unconditionally convergent in Y and S. f; 0; T / − y ≤ ž. The vector y (necessarily unique) is denoted by .S * / f d¼. The family of all functions from to X which are S * -integrable with respect to ¼ is a linear subspace of X that we denote by S * .¼/. Clearly, the map from 
We stress that a function f : −→ X is Dobrakov integrable with respect to ¼ if and only if f is measurable and S * -integrable with respect to ¼ (in this case, I f = ¹ f ), see [8, Theorem 1] . Therefore, .D.¼/; · I / is a subspace of .S * .¼/; · ¹ /. Throughout Subsections 3.2 and 4.3 we consider the McShane integral with respect to a vector measure. As in the case of scalar measures, further conditions are required to set up this integral. We assume that − is a topology on with − ⊂ 6 and we suppose that . ; −; 6; ½/ is a finite quasi-Radon measure space, in the sense of [12, Section 411H] (for instance, a finite Radon measure space, see [12, Section 416A] ). Equivalently, we will assume that1 satisfies the following properties:
(Þ) for every E ∈ 6 and every ž > 0 there exists a − -closed set C ⊂ E such that
For each A ∈ 6 the set function ¼ A fulfills conditions (Þ), (þ) and ( ) with respect to 6 A and the induced topology − A = {B ∩ A : B ∈ − }, since .A; − A ; 6 A ; ½ A / is a finite quasi-Radon measure space too, see [12, Section 415B] . For some examples of topological spaces and vector measures satisfying the conditions above we refer the reader to [26] .
To recall the definition of the McShane integral we need some terminology. A gauge on . ; − / is a function Ž : −→ − such that ! ∈ Ž.!/ for every ! ∈ . A partial McShane partition of is a finite collection P = {.
are pairwise disjoint elements of 6 and s i ∈ for every 1 ≤ i ≤ p. We write
For every gauge Ž on . ; − / and every Á > 0, we write 5 Ž;Á to denote the set of all partial McShane partitions P of subordinate to Ž such that1. \ W P / ≤ Á. Since . ; −; 6; ½/ is a finite quasi-Radon measure space, the arguments in [11, Section 1B(d)] show that 5 Ž;Á = ∅.
In the sequel, given a function f : −→ X and a partial McShane partition 
Density of simple functions in the spaces of S * and McShane integrable functions
It is known that the space S.6; X / of all X -valued simple functions defined on is a dense subspace of .D.¼/; · I /, see [6, Theorem 7] . The aim of this section is to extend this result to the spaces .S * .¼/; · ¹ / and .M.¼/; · /. As an application we discuss the norm relative compactness of the range of the indefinite integral ¹ f (respectively f ) associated to an S * -integrable (respectively McShane integrable) function f .
Spaces of S
* -integrable functions The following elementary lemmas will be needed in the proofs of Theorem 3.3 below and some of the results stated in Subsection 4.2. We refer the reader to [26] for the details. 
PROOF. We have to check that for every f ∈ S * .¼/ and every ž > 0 there is a simple function g : −→ X such that sup E∈6 ¹ f .E/ − ¹ g .E/ ≤ ž. For the proof we distinguish two cases.
Particular case. Suppose that ½ is atomless. Lemma 3.1 implies that there is a countable partition 0 0 = .A n / of in 6 such that
for every countable family 0 = .B m / of pairwise disjoint elements of 6 finer than 0 0 and every choice T in 0, the series S. f; 0; T / being unconditionally convergent.
Since ¹ f is countably additive and ¹ f .E/ = 0 for every E ∈ 6 with ½.E/ = 0, we have
see [5, Theorem 1, page 10]. Hence we can choose N ∈ N large enough such that
Indeed, take any E ∈ 6 and fix Á > 0. Since ½ is atomless, ½ * .{! n }/ = 0 for every 1 ≤ n ≤ N . Therefore, bearing in mind (3.2), for each 1 ≤ n ≤ N we can choose
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This inequality and (3.4) yield
The fact that
f .! n // and the choice of N imply
As E ∈ 6 and Á > 0 are arbitrary, (3.3) holds and the proof of the Particular case is complete.
General case. There is a (maybe empty) countable collection .B n / of pairwise disjoint atoms of ½ such that, if we write A = \ n B n , then ½ A is atomless.
Since f | A ∈ S * .¼ A /, the Particular case already proved ensures us that there is a simple function h : A −→ X such that
As in the proof of the Particular case, we can choose N ∈ N large enough such that ¹ f .B/ ≤ ž=2 for every B ⊂ n>N B n , B ∈ 6. According to Lemma 3.2, applied to each f | Bn , for every 1 ≤ n ≤ N there exists ! n ∈ B n such that
Let us consider the simple function g : −→ X defined by
f .! n / if ! ∈ B n for some 1 ≤ n ≤ N ; 0 otherwise:
by (3.5), (3.6) and the choice of N . This finishes the proof of the theorem. (i) {¼.E/.x/ : E ∈ 6} is norm relatively compact for every x ∈ X ; (ii) {¹ f .A/ : A ∈ 6} is norm relatively compact for every f ∈ S * .¼/.
Since for each 1 ≤ i ≤ n the set {¼.E/.x i / : E ∈ 6} · is norm compact and
there are E 1 ; : : : ; E k ∈ 6 such that inf 1≤i≤k ¹ g .E/ − ¹ g .E i / < ž for every E ∈ 6. This inequality and (3.7) yield inf 1≤i≤k ¹ f .E/ − ¹ f .E i / < 3ž for every E ∈ 6. As ž > 0 is arbitrary, {¹ f .A/ : A ∈ 6} is norm relatively compact and the statement (i) implies (ii) has been established. Conversely, assume that (ii) holds, fix x ∈ X and define f := x ∈ S * .¼/. Then {¹ f .A/ : A ∈ 6} = {¼.E/.x/ : E ∈ 6} is norm relatively compact. The proof is complete.
Corollary 3.4 generalizes the fact that the range of the indefinite integral of a Birkhoff integrable function is norm relatively compact, see [2, Theorem 18] and [3, Corollary 3.6] . Our approach here avoids the operator-theoretic arguments involving the Bourgain property used in [3] and it is closer to Birkhoff's ideas.
Spaces of McShane integrable functions
As pointed out in the introduction, every McShane integrable vector-valued function defined on a quasi-Radon probability space is the limit, for the Pettis norm, of a sequence of simple functions. We next show that this result can be extended to the more general setting of this paper. Our proof does not involve the techniques about stable families of measurable functions that were used by Fremlin in the case of scalar measures. Throughout this subsection − is a topology on with − ⊂ 6 and we assume that1 satisfies properties (Þ), (þ) and ( ) mentioned in Subsection 2.2. THEOREM 3.5. S.6; X / is dense in .M.¼/; · /.
PROOF. Fix f ∈ M.¼/. We have to prove that for each ž > 0 there is g ∈ S.6; X / such that sup E∈6 f .E/ − g .E/ ≤ ž.
By the Henstock-Saks Lemma [26, Lemma 3.3] , there is a gauge Ž on . ; − / such that
for every partial McShane partition P = {.F i ; t i / : 1 ≤ i ≤ q} of subordinate to Ž. Since lim1 .E/→0 f .E/ = 0, see [26, Lemma 3.2] , there is an Á > 0 such that f .B/ ≤ ž=2 for every B ∈ 6 with1.B/ ≤ Á:
Indeed, given E ∈ 6, the collection {.E i ∩ E; s i / : 1 ≤ i ≤ p} is a partial McShane partition of subordinate to Ž, and (3.8) yields
by (3.9). Since
As E ∈ 6 is arbitrary, (3.10) holds and the proof is finished.
We can now proceed analogously to the proof of Corollary 3.4 to deduce the following result.
COROLLARY 3.6. The following conditions are equivalent:
(i) {¼.E/.x/ : E ∈ 6} is norm relatively compact for every x ∈ X ; (ii) { f .A/ : A ∈ 6} is norm relatively compact for every f ∈ M.¼/. 
Ultrabornological spaces of integrable functions
n=1 is a bounded sequence in E such that P Bn .e n / = e n for every n ∈ N, and .þ n / ∞ n=1 ∈`1, then the series ∞ n=1 þ n e n converges in E; (ii) P A .E/ is ultrabornological for every atom A of Â .
Then E is ultrabornological.
The result isolated in Corollary 4.4 below is an immediate consequence of Proposition 4.2 that will be applied to each one of the spaces of integrable functions that we consider in this paper. All of them are included in the following class of seminormed spaces. (ii) f A ∈ F for every f ∈ F and every A ∈ 6; [13] Spaces of vector functions 97 (iii) for each f ∈ F there is a countably additive vector measure V PROOF. In view of Proposition 4.2, it suffices to check condition (i) of that result. To this end, we fix a decreasing sequence .
n=1 is a partition of in 6. Since ½.A 1 / = 0, we can suppose without loss of generality that h n | A1 ≡ 0 for every n ∈ N. Define f 1 = f 2 = 0 ∈ F and f n := h n−2 Bn−2 ∈ F for every n ≥ 3. Clearly f n | Am ≡ 0 whenever
n converges in .F · ; · / and the proof is complete.
As regards to condition (ii) in Corollary 4.4, the following result clarifies the differences between the case of integration with respect to a non-negative finite measure and the general case. an atom of1 such that V f .A/ ∈ ¼.A/.X / for every f ∈ F. Then P A .F · / = {.x A / · : x ∈ X }, P A .F · / is linearly homeomorphic to ¼.A/.X /, and the following conditions are equivalent:
PROOF. Write T := ¼.A/ and ker T = {x ∈ X : T .x/ = 0}. We denote byT the induced continuous linear bijection from the quotient Banach space X= ker T onto T .X / defined byT .x + ker T / = T .x/. Clearly, the inverseT −1 has closed graph.
By hypothesis, for each f ∈ F there is x f ∈ X such that V f .A/ = T .x f /. Since A is an atom of ½, it readily follows that .
On the other hand, the fact that A is an atom of ½ implies that
for every x ∈ X . Thus we can define a linear homeomorphism :
Let us turn to the proof of the equivalence between (i)-(iv). The statements (i) implies (ii) implies (iii) are well known general facts, see for instance [22, Section 6.1] . Now assume that (iii) holds. Then T .X / is barrelled and, sinceT −1 has closed graph, an appeal to the closed graph theorem for linear mappings from a barrelled space into a Fréchet space (see for instance [22, Theorem 4.1.10]) establishes thatT −1 is continuous. HenceT is a linear homeomorphism between the Banach space X= ker T and T .X /. Therefore T .X / is complete and so it is closed in Y . This proves (iii) implies (iv). Finally, if T .X / is a closed subspace of Y , then T .X / is complete and, since is a linear homeomorphism, P A .F · / is complete also. The proof is finished. 
Spaces of Dobrakov integrable functions
THEOREM 4.7. The following conditions are equivalent:
PROOF. We already know that (i) implies (ii). To prove (ii) implies (iii) fix an atom A of1 and notice that, since P A is a continuous linear projection, 
in contexts in which it is definable) is barrelled provided that ¼.A/.X / is closed in Y for every atom A of1. In the next subsections some extra work leads us to prove that these spaces are even ultrabornological.
Spaces of S
* -integrable functions The aim of this subsection is to prove the analogue of Theorem 4.7 for the space of S * -integrable functions. The proof requires some previous work. First of all, observe that Lemma 4.8 below guarantees that .S * .¼/; · ¹ / belongs to the class Â ¼ (take 
PROOF. The result follows straightforwardly from Proposition 4.5, bearing in mind that ¹ f .A/ ∈ ¼.A/.X / for every f ∈ S * .¼/ (by Lemma 3.2).
Corollary 4.9 and the comments after Theorem 4.7 make clear that S * .¼/ · is not barrelled in general.
The following criterion of unconditional convergence for double series in Banach spaces will be used in the proofs of Lemmas 4.11 and 4.12. 10 ([3, Lemma 3.1]) . Let .z n;k / n;k∈N be a double sequence in a Banach space Z such that (i) the series k z n;k is unconditionally convergent for every n ∈ N; (ii) there exist an unconditionally convergent series n;k z n;k in Z and a sequence .a n / ∞ n=1 ∈`1 such that k∈Q .z n;k − z n;k / ≤ |a n | for every finite set Q ⊂ N and every n ∈ N. Then n;k z n;k is unconditionally convergent in Z . where C = m C m , the series S. f; 0 ; T / being unconditionally convergent.
Observe that 0 1 := n 0 n 1 is a countable partition of in 6 finer than 0 0 . We claim that if 0 is any countable partition of in 6 finer than 0 1 and T is any choice in 0, then the series S. f; 0; T / converges unconditionally and S. f; 0; T / − y ≤ ž. Indeed, let 0 = .A n;k / be such a partition, where 0 n := .A n;k / k is a countable partition of A n in 6 An finer than 0 n 1 for every n. Fix any choice T = .t n;k / in 0 and define T n := .t n;k / k for every n. We first check that S. f; 0; T / is unconditionally convergent with the help of Lemma 4.10. Notice that (a) the series S. f; 0 n ; T n / is unconditionally convergent for every n; (b) n;k .S * / An;k f d¼ An;k is unconditionally convergent too, since 0 = .A n;k / is finer than 0 0 ; (c) for each finite set Q ⊂ N and each n ∈ N inequality (4.2) yields
* -integrable with respect to ¼ An . Thus, in view of Lemma 4.11, in order to prove that f ∈ S * .¼/ we only have to check that if 0 is a countable partition of in 6 finer than .A n / ∞ n=1 , then the series A∈0 .S * / A f d¼ converges unconditionally in Y . To this end fix such a partition 0 = .A n;k /, where A n = k A n;k for every n ∈ N. Notice that
for every n; k ∈ N. Write K := sup n∈N f n ¹ and fix ž > 0. There is an N ∈ N large enough such that n>N |Þ n | K ≤ ž. Since each ¹ fn is countably additive, there is a finite set T ⊂ N × N such that |Þ n | ¹ fn .m;k/∈S A m;k ≤ ž=N for every 1 ≤ n ≤ N whenever S ⊂ N × N is finite and S ∩ T = ∅. Combining (4.3) with the inequalities above we infer
whenever S ⊂ N × N is finite and S ∩ T = ∅. As ž > 0 is arbitrary, the series n;k .S * / An;k f d¼ An;k converges unconditionally. This completes the proof of (i). In order to see (ii) we begin with the claim: The series n;k Þ n ¹ fn .A k / is unconditionally convergent.
Indeed, this follows immediately from Lemma 4.10 because (a) the series k Þ n ¹ fn .A k / converges unconditionally for every n ∈ N; (b) for every finite set Q ⊂ N and every n ∈ N we have
Bearing in mind (4.3), we conclude that
Given E ∈ 6, the same argument applied to .
Finally, to deduce (iii) fix ž > 0 and take N 0 ∈ N large enough such that
where the equality follows from (ii) and the linearity of the S * -integral. As ž > 0 is arbitrary, (iii) holds and the proof is finished.
We can now prove the chief result of this subsection. 
PROOF. The proof of (ii) implies (iii) follows the same steps as for D.¼/ · in Theorem 4.7, but now using Corollary 4.9 instead of Corollary 4.6. On the other hand, the statement (iii) implies (i) is a straightforward consequence of Corollaries 4.4 and 4.9 and Lemma 4.12.
In the particular case of integration with respect to a non-negative finite measure (see case (C1) in Subsection 2.1) condition (iii) in Theorem 4.13 is automatically fulfilled. Consequently, we obtain the following result for spaces of Birkhoff integrable functions. PROOF. The family G, made up of all G ∈ − with ½.G/ = 0, is non-empty and upwards directed, hence property (þ) may be applied to deduce that ½. G/ = 0. Define E := \ G. Since f | E is McShane integrable with respect to ¼ E , with integral f .E/ = f . /, for each n ∈ N there exist a gauge Ž n on .E; − E / and Á n > 0 such that
for every partial McShane partition {.E i ; s i / : 1 ≤ i ≤ p} of E subordinate to Ž n such that1.E \ p i=1 E i / ≤ Á n . Fix ! ∈ E and n ∈ N. Then Ž n .!/ = G n ∩ E = G n \ G for some G n ∈ − . Since Ž n .!/ = ∅, we have ½.G n / > 0 and, since is an atom of ½, it follows that ½.E \ Ž n .!// = 0. In particular, ¼.Ž n .!// = ¼. /. Therefore (4.4) applied to {.Ž n .!/; !/} yields ¼. /. f .!// − f . / ≤ 1=n. As ! ∈ E and n ∈ N are arbitrary, we deduce that f . / = ¼. /. f .!// for every ! ∈ E and the proof is over.
whenever1.E/ ≤ Á. On the other hand, given ! ∈ , fix N < n.!/ ∈ N such that g n .!/ − f .!/ ≤ ž for every n ≥ n.!/. Let us define a gauge Ž on . ; − / by Ž.!/ := Ž n.!/ .!/ for every ! ∈ . We claim that f .P/ − ∞ n=1 fn . / ≤ .1. / + 3/ž for every P ∈ 5 Ž;Á : (4.8)
Indeed, take any P = {.E i ; s i / : 1 ≤ i ≤ p} ∈ 5 Ž;Á . For each n ∈ N the collection {.E i ; s i / : n.s i / = n} is a (maybe empty) partial McShane partition of subordinate to Ž n , hence (4.5) yields [25] reveals that each f n is scalarly null. Define g 1 := f 1 and g n := f n − f n−1 for every n ≥ 2. Then g n is Birkhoff integrable and scalarly null for every n ∈ N. However, 
